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1 Abstract
Particle dampers are simple to manufacture damping devices. However, due to the complex nonlinear
phenomena within the dampers, such as friction and impact, their efficient design and application is very
challenging and nowadays mostly based on heuristic approaches. In this presentation, a multilevel tool
chain is presented to support a systematic investigation and design of particle dampers. Thereby various
numerical models and experiments are used and coupled. The good agreement of the models and their
efficiency for damper design are demonstrated on two application examples.

2 Introduction
One type of promising damping devices to integrate in flexible multibody systems are particle dampers.
They are cheap and simply designed passive damping elements and can be seen as a derivative of single-
mass impact dampers. Granular particles are embedded in a container attached to a vibrating structure.
Due to the structural vibrations, momentum is transferred to the granular material which interacts with
each other. Due to the complex energy dissipation processes within the particle dampers, the dampers’
efficiency depends on many design parameters such as material pairing, particle size, damper volume,
and filling degree. Also, the working conditions, such as amplitude and frequency, have to be considered
when designing appropriate dampers. While there have been already some very promising applications
of particle dampers [2], the design process of such particle dampers is so far mostly heuristic and based
on experimental trail-and-error strategies.
In this presentation a systematic multiscale design methodology is introduced, which is based on compu-
tational models as well as models derived from experiments. These models are not only useful for sup-
porting the damper design and damper integration on the structure but also provide very useful insights
into the processes, nonlinear effects and design parameters influencing the efficiency of the dampers.

3 Multilevel Models for Particle Damper Design
For a meaningful understanding, and thus also for the design, of particle dampers investigations on
different scales or levels are necessary using experiments and simulations, see Fig.1.
The first level is the single particle-particle and particle-wall interaction. Hereby, the energy dissipation
in single impacts is of most interest. The energy dissipation is due to visco-plastic material behavior
during impact. This energy loss is often described by the coefficient of restitution. Numerically these
single impacts can be investigated in detail using finite element models of two impacting bodies [3].
Corresponding experimental investigations are performed for the impact of a sphere which is suspended
by thin wires against a wall. The velocity of the impacting body is then measured by laser scanning
vibrometer (LSV) PSV-500 from Polytec.
The second level represents the investigation of an isolated particle damper and the determination of the
energy dissipation for a given excitation frequency and amplitude. Hereby, dozens, hundreds or even
several thousands of particles might be in one particle damper. Experimentally the testbed consists of
a particle box with a free-free boundary condition that is excited by a controlled harmonic force via a
shaker. The excitation force is controlled in such a way, that the frequency and acceleration magnitude
of the box stays constant. With the used equipment this developed testbed allows the testing of a large
frequency and acceleration range. Via the measured velocity of the box using the LSV and the measured
force of the shaker, the complex power is determined [1]. By the complex power, the energy dissipation
the loss factor can be calculated, displayed as characteristic diagrams over the excitation range. A similar
setup is also used in the numerical model. Therefore, the Discrete-Element-Method (DEM) is used.
The spherical particles are rigid bodies and interact with each other and the particle box by continuous
contact models. To introduce energy dissipation the coefficient of restitution obtained on the first level
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Figure 1: Tool chain for the analysis of particle dampers.

is used. The damper model is excited by a harmonic motion using a rheonomic constraint. The obtained
characteristic diagrams can be stored and used on the third level for integration in a vibrating structure.
Also, the insights gained on the second level help to shorten the design phase on the third level.
The third level represents the integration of one or several particle dampers in a vibrating structure to
evaluate their overall damping effect. Experimentally the testbed consists of a flexible structure supported
by two soft cables, thus free-free boundary condition can be assumed. The structure is excited by a shaker
and by the measured transfer function the damping ratio is obtained. For the numerical investigations, two
different approaches have been developed. In the first approach, the discrete element model from level
two is coupled with a vibrating structure and simulated together. The flexible structure can be described
e.g. by a continuous model, a reduced linear finite element model or a flexible multibody model. While
this approach is very accurate and useful for verification purposes it is computationally very expensive.
Alternatively, the flexible structure can be coupled with the previously determined characteristic diagrams
of the particle dampers. This coupling is easily implemented by a fixed point iteration and allows a fast
simulation. Thus, different positioning and the application of several distributed dampers can be easily
tested.

4 Application and Conclusions
The efficiency of the developed multilevel tool chain is demonstrated using two applications. The first
one is a simple beam-like structure were several distributed dampers are mounted. The second applica-
tion example is a lightweight manipulator undergoing large working motion. This requires the modeling
as flexible multibody system.
It is shown, that a very good qualitative and agreement between the experiment and the numerical models
are achieved on all three levels. Thus, the tool chain provides good and reliable insights to the complex
mechanisms in particle dampers. For both systems different influence parameters on the damping behav-
ior are analyzed, like the friction, particle radius, filling degree and material pairing. Finally, this allows
optimized damper designs for either a certain defined excitation or a more broad excitation bandwidth.
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